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Ratchet, Hammer and Open-End Wrench

Quality and safety at the highest level

S c a f f o l d  R a t c h e t

The WrightGrip™ SB Scaffold Ratchet (Cat. #4488) is our new multi-purpose tool designed 
specifically for use in high, tight work areas when building scaffolds. This innovative tool 
features the following:

• 1/2" drive, 7/8" open-end ratchet end with socket for loosening/tightening nuts, 
 bolts and fasteners.
•  Soft-faced, non-sparking, interchangeable plastic hammer designed for fitting clamps and  
 fasteners into place.
•  7/8" open-end wrench on the end of the tool’s handle.

With scaffold builders working at such high levels—often at more than 100 feet—safety is a 
major concern. The WrightGrip™ SB Scaffold Ratchet gives pros an easy-to-use, 3-in-1 tool 
that eliminates the need to carry and handle extra tools.

Its 7/8" socket and open-end wrench is the perfect fit for today's standard scaffold clamps 
and fasteners. One tool does it all!

•  Lightweight design—easy to carry, use and store
•  WrightGrip™ design (Patent 6907805) for more torque, tool life and strength
•  Open-head ratchet design (Patent D276125) for easy cleaning and quick 
 directional switch
•  Optional deep socket (#4528D) for final tightening on smaller scaffold diameters
•  Interchangeable hammer inserts available in brass (#9039B) and steel (#9039M)
•  Convenient lanyard ring—for attaching tool spiders
•  Efficient tool for best value
•  Manufactured with Wright Alloy™ steel
•  10-1/2" overall length
•  Made in U.S.A.

Contact Wright Tool at 800.321.2902. www.wrighttool.com/sb

M a d e  i n  U . S . A .



Since 1927, Wright Tool has been manufacturing high-
quality hand tools for professionals. The use of Wright 
Alloy™ steel, precision heat treating and advanced 
manufacturing techniques have resulted in products 
known for long life, durability and toughness.

Today, we manufacture a complete line of more than 
4,000 professional-grade hand tools for the industrial, 
contractor, and MRO markets. All Wright-manufactured 
products are made in the United States and carry 
lifetime guarantees against defects in workmanship. 
Wright Tool is environmentally responsible providing 
eco-friendly processes such as our state-of-the-art  
in-house waste treatment facility.

We continually strive to make our products and 
processes even better. From the products themselves 
to our customer service and delivery, everything we do 
is evident in our mantra — “Perfecting Performance.”

WRENCHES
Wright wrenches are ideal for applications 
ranging from standard nuts and bolts to 

aerospace fasteners. Our selection includes open-end, 
box, combination, adjustable and striking wrenches.

Sockets, Ratchets and Attachments
All Wright sockets feature the patented Wright 
Drive® for more torque and less fastener 

damage. We offer double-pawl and flex-head ratchets, 
as well as attachments ranging from extensions and 
spinners to universals and flex handles.

Impact Sockets
Our impact sockets are built stronger and 
tougher to withstand repeated loads from 

impact guns. They also feature a black finish to 
eliminate chipping.

Torque Products
Designed for precision tightening in crucial 
applications, Wright torque wrenches are 

available in three styles: micro adjustable, dial and 
electronic. Other torque products include torque 
screwdrivers, torque multipliers and a torque tester.

Industries Served
 
• Refinery    
• Wind Turbine
• Oil Field/Derrick   
• Mining
• Power Generation   
• Steel Mill
• Power Delivery/Lines   
• Bridge Building
• Structural/Iron Construction  
• Road Building/Excavation
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To order or for more information,  
contact Wright Tool at 800.321.2902.
www.wrighttool.com.


